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TWO�STEP APPROXIMATION SCHEMES FOR

MULTIVALUED QUASI VARIATIONAL INCLUSIONS

Muhammad Aslam Noor

Abstract� It is well known that the multivalued quasi variational inclusions
are equivalent to the implicit resolvent equations� In this paper� we use the
resolvent equations technique to suggest and analyze a class of two�step itera�
tive methods for solving the multivalued quasi variational inclusions� We also
discuss some special cases� which can be obtained from our results� The results
obtained in this paper represent an improvement and a signi�cant re�nement
of previously known results�

�� Introduction

Multivalued quasi variational inclusion� which was introduced and studied
by Noor ������ is a useful and important extension of the variational principles
with a wide range of applications in industry� physical� regional� social� pure
and applied sciences� Quasi variational inclusions provide us with a uni�ed�
natural� novel� innovative and general technique to study a wide class of prob�
lems arising in di	erent branches of mathematical and engineering sciences�
There are a substantial number of numerical methods including projection
method and its variant forms� Wiener�Hopf equations� auxiliary principle and
descent for solving various classes of variational inequalities and complemen�
tarity problems� It is well known that the projection methods� Wiener�Hopf
equations techniques and auxiliary principle techniques cannot be extended
and modi�ed for solving variational inclusions� This fact motivated to develop
another technique� which involves the use of the resolvent operator associated
with maximal monotone operator� Using the resolvent operator technique� one
shows that the variational inclusions are equivalent to the �xed point problem�
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This alternative formulation was used to develop a number of numerical meth�
ods for solving various classes of variational inclusions and related problems�
see �
��
� and the references therein�

Equally important is the area of mathematical sciences known as the re�
solvent equations� The resolvent equations technique is being used to develop
powerful and e�cient numerical techniques for solving variational inclusions
and related optimization problems� The resolvent equations technique pro�
vides a simple and convenient device for formulating a wide variety of impor�
tant problems in a uni�ed manner� In recent years� the resolvent equations
have been generalized and extended in many directions using novel and inno�
vative techniques� both for their own sake and its applications� A useful and
important generalization is called the implicit resolvent equation� which was
introduced and studied by Noor��� associated with multivalued quasi varia�
tional inclusions� Noor��� has shown that the multivalued quasi variational
inclusions are equivalent to the implicit resolvent equations by using the re�
solvent operator method� In this paper� we use this equivalence is used to
suggest and analyze a number of two�step iterative methods for solving the
multivalued quasi variational inclusions and related optimization problems�
This paper is a continuous of our earlier works� We remark that if the non�
linear term is the indicator function of a closed convex set in H� then the
resolvent equations are equivalent to the Wiener�Hopf equations� which were
introduced by Shi ��
� and Robinson ���� for the standard variational inequal�
ities� For applications� formulation and numerical methods for the Wiener�
Hopf equations� see Noor����� �� ��� �
� and references therein� Since
the multivalued mixed variational inequalities include the classical variational
inequalities� quasi variational inequalities and generalized quasi complemen�
tarity problems as special cases� our results also hold true for these problems�

In Section �� we formulate the problems and review some basic results and
concepts� In Section 
� we use the implicit resolvent equations technique to
suggest and analyze a class of two�step iterative schemes for the multivalued
quasi variational inclusions� We also study the convergence criteria of these
methods�

�� Formulations and Basic Results

Let H be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are denoted
by h�� �i and k � k respectively� Let C�H� be a family of all nonempty compact
subsets of H� Let T� V � H �� C�H� be the multivalued operators and
g � H �� H be a single�valued operator� Let A��� �� � H � H �� H be a
maximal monotone operator with respect to the �rst argument� For a given
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nonlinear operator N��� �� � H � H �� H� consider the problem of �nding
u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

� � N�w� y� �A�g�u�� u�� ����

which is called the multivalued quasi variational inclusions� see Noor������ A
number of problems arising in structural analysis� mechanics and economics
can be studied in the framework of the multivalued quasi variational inclu�
sions� see � for example����������� We now discuss some special cases of the
problem �����

Special Cases�

I� If A��� u� � ����� u� � H �H �� R � f��g is a proper� convex and lower
semicontinuous function with respect to the �rst argument� then problem ����
is equivalent to �nding u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

hN�w� y�� g�v��g�u�i���g�v�� g�u�����g�u�� g�u��� �� for all v � H� �����

which is called the set�valued mixed quasi variational inequality� see� for ex�
ample ������
II� If A�g�u� v� 	 A�g�u��� for all v � H� then problem ���� is equivalent to
�nding u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

� � N�w� y� � A�g�u��� ���
�

a problem considered and studied by Noor �� using the resolvent equations
technique� See also ���� for the related work�
III� If A�g�u�� 	 ���g�u��� where � � H �� R � f��g is a proper� convex
and lower semicontinuous function� then problem ���� reduces to� �nd u � H�
w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

hN�w� y�� g�v�� g�u�i� ��g�v��� ��g�u�� � �� �����

Problem ����� is known as the set�valued mixed variational inequality� which
has been studied in ������
IV� If the function ���� �� is the indicator function of a closed convex�valued
set K�u� in H� that is�

��u� u� � K�u��u� �

�
�� if u � K�u�

��� otherwise �
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then problem ����� is equivalent to �nding u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u��
g�u� � K�u� such that

hN�w� y�� g�v�� g�u�i � �� for all v � K�u�� �����

a problem considered and studied by Noor ���� using the projection method
and the implicit Wiener�Hopf equations technique�
V� If K��u� � fu � H� hu� vi � �� for all v � K�u�g is a polar cone of the
convex�valued cone K�u� in H� then problem ����� is equivalent to �nding
u �� w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

g�u� � K�u�� N�w� y� � K��u� and hN�w� y�� g�u�i � �� �����

which is called multivalued implicit complementarity problem� see Noor������
For suitable and appropriate choice of the operators T � N��� ��� g and the

convex set K� one can obtain a large number of variational inequalities and
complementarity problems� see� for example� �
���� and the references therein�
We would like to mention that the problem of �nding a zero of the sum of
two maximal monotone operators� location problem� minu�Hff�u� � g�u�g�
where f� g are both convex functions� various classes of variational inequalities
and complementarity problems are very special cases of problem ����� Thus
it is clear that problem ���� is general and unifying one and has numerous
applications in pure and applied sciences�

Related to the multivalued quasi variational inclusions� we now consider
a new system of equations� which are called the implicit resolvent equations�
For this purpose� we need the following concepts and notions�

De�nition ���� �� If T is a maximal monotone operator on H� then� for a
constant � � �� the resolvent operator associated with T is de�ned by

JT �u� � �I � �T ����u�� for all u � H�

where I is the identity operator� It is known that the monotone operator
T is maximal monotone if and only if the resolvent operator JT is de�ned
everywhere on the space� Furthermore� the resolvent operator JT is single�
valued and nonexpansive�

Remark ���� Since the operator A��� �� is a maximal monotone operator with
respect to the �rst argument� for a constant � � �� we denote by

JA�u� 	 �I � �A�u�����u�� for all u � H�
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the resolvent operator associated with A��� u� 	 A�u�� For example� if A��� u�
� ����� u�� for all u � H� and ���� �� � H � H �� R � f��g is a proper�
convex and lower semicontinuous with respect to the �rst argument� then it is
well�known that ����� u� is a maximal monotone operator with respect to the
�rst argument� In this case� the resolvent operator JA�u� � J��u� is

J��u� � �I � ������ u�����u� � �I � ����u�����u�� for all u � H�

which is de�ned everywhere on the space H� where ���u� 	 ����� u�� For a
recent state�of�the�art of the nonlinear convex analysis� see Gao����

Let RA�u� 	 I � JA�u�� where I is the identity operator and JA�u� � �I �

�A�u���� is the resolvent operator� For given operators T� V � H �� C�H�
andN��� �� � H�H �� H� consider the problem of �nding z� u � H� w � T �u��
y � V �u� such that

N�w� y� � ���RA�u�z � �� �����

where � � � is a constant� Equations ����� are called the implicit resolvent
equations� introduced and studied by Noor���� In particular� if A�g�u�� u� 	
A�u��� then JA�u� � �I � �A��� � JA and implicit resolvent equations �����
are equivalent to �nding u� z � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

N�w� y� � ���RAz � �� �����

which are called the resolvent equations� introduced and studied by Noor ���
It has been shown in �� that the problems ����� and ���
� are equivalent
using the technique of general principle of duality� This equivalence was used
to suggest and analyze some iterative methods for solving the generalized set�
valued variational inclusions� For formulation and applications of the resolvent
equations� see ���
��

If A��� �� � ���� �� is the indicator function of a closed convex�valued set
K�u� in H� then the resolvent operator JA�u� 	 PK�u�� the projection of H
onto K�u�� Consequently problem ����� is equivalent to �nding z� u � H�
w � T �u�� y � V �u� such that

N�w� y� � ���QK�u�z � �� �����

where QK�u� � I�PK�u� and I is the identity operator� The equations of the
type ����� are called the implicit Wiener�Hopf equations� which were intro�
duced and studied by Noor ���� For applications� formulation and numerical
methods of the Wiener�Hopf equations� see ����� ����
��
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De�nition ���� For all u�� u� � H� the operator N��� �� is said to be strongly
monotone and Lipschitz continuous with respect to the �rst argument� if there
exist constants � � �� � � � such that

hN��� w���N��� w��� u� � u�i � �ku� � u�k
�� for all w� � T �u��� w� � T �u��

kN�u�� ���N�u�� ��k 
 �ku� � u�k�

In a similar way� we can de�ne strong monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity
of the operator N��� �� with respect to second argument�

De�nition ���� The set�valued operator V � H �� C�H� is said to be
M �Lipschitz continuous� if there exists a constant 	 � � such that

M�V �u�� V �v� 
 	ku� vk� for all u� v � H�

where M��� �� is the Hausdor	 metric on C�H��

We also need the following condition�
Assumption ���� For all u� v� w � H� the resolvent operator JA�u� satis�es
the condition

kJA�u�w � JA�v�wk 
 
ku� vk� �����

where 
 � � is a constant�
It has been shown in��� that Assumption �� holds in some special cases�

�� Main Results

In this section� we use the resolvent operator technique to establish the
equivalence between the multivalued quasi variational inclusions and the im�
plicit resolvent �xed points� This equivalence is used to suggest an iterative
method for solving the quasi variational inclusions� For this purpose� we need
the following result� which is due to Noor������

Lemma ���� �u�w� y� is a solution of �	�
� if and only if �u�w� y� satis�es
the relation

g�u� � JA�u��g�u�� �N�w� y��� �
��

where � � � is a constant and JA�u� � �I��A�u���� is the resolvent operator�

From Lemma 
�� we conclude that the multivalued quasi variational in�
clusions ���� are equivalent to the implicit �xed point problem �
��� This
alternative formulation is very useful from both theoretical and numerical
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analysis points of view� This equivalence has been used to propose some iter�
ative algorithm for solving multivalued quasi variational inclusions ���� and
related problems� see Noor���� and the references therein�

The relation �
�� can be written as

u � u� g�u� � JA�u��g�u�� �N�w� u��� �
���

where � � � is a constant�
This �xed point formulation has been used to suggest and analyze the

following two�step iterative scheme for solving multivalued quasi variational
inclusions �����
Algorithm ���� ���� Assume that T� V � H �� C�H�� g � H �� H and
N��� ��� A��� �� � H�H �� H are operators� For a given u� � H� compute the
sequences fung� fwng� fyng� fwng and fyng by the iterative schemes

wn � T �un� � jjwn�� � wnjj 
M�T �un���� T �un��

yn � V �un� � jjyn�� � ynjj 
M�V �un���� V �un��

wn � T �vn� � jjwn�� � wnjj 
M�T �vn���� T �vn��

yn � V �vn� � jjyn�� � ynjj 
M�V �vn���� V �vn��

vn � �� �n�un � �nfun � g�un� � JA�un��g�un�� �N�wn� yn��g

un�� � �� �n�un � �nfvn � g�vn� � JA�vn��g�vn�� �N�wn� yn��g�

for n � �� � � � � � � where � 
 �n� �n 
 � for all n � �� and
P
�

n�� �n diverges
and � � � is a constant�

In this paper� we suggest another class of two�step iterative schemes for
solving multivalued quasi variational inequalities ���� by using the technique
of the resolvent equations� For this purpose� we need the following result�
which is due to Noor���� We include its proof for the sake of completeness�

Theorem ���� The multivalued quasi variational inclusion �	�
� has a solu�
tion u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� if and only if z� u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u�
is a solution of the implicit resolvent equation �	���� where

g�u� � JA�u�z �
�
�

z � g�u�� �N�w� y�� �
���

and � � � is a constant�

Proof� Let u � H�w � T �u�� y � V �u� be a solution of ����� Then� invoking
lemma 
�� we have

g�u� � JA�u��g�u�� �N�w� y��� �
���
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Let
z � g�u�� �N�w� y�� �
���

From �
��� and �
���� we have

g�u� � JA�u�z

and
z � JA�u�z � �N�w� y��

that is�
N�w� y� � ���RA�u�z � ��

the required resolvent equations ������ �

FromTheorem 
�� we see that both problems ���� and ����� are equivalent�
This interplay between these problems plays an important and fundamental
role in suggesting a number of iterative algorithms for solving the mixed vari�
ational inclusions ����� By a suitable and appropriate rearrangement of the
resolvent equations ������ we now suggest and analyze a new class of two�step
iterative schemes for solving multivalued quasi variational inclusions �����
I� The implicit resolvent equations ����� can be written as

RA�u�z � ��N�w� y��

which implies that

z � JA�u�z � �N�w� y� � g�u�� �N�w� y�� using �
�
��

This �xed point formulation allows us to suggest the following two�step iter�
ative method�
Algorithm ���� For given z�� u� � H� w� � T �u��� y� � V �u��� compute the
sequences fzng�fung� fwng� fyng� fwng and fyng by the iterative schemes

g�un� � JA�un�zn �
���

g�vn� � JA�vn�vn �
���

wn � T �un� � kwn�� � wnk 
M�T �un���� T �un�� �
���

wn � V �un� � kyn�� � ynk 
M�V �un���� V �un�� �
���

wn � T �vn� � kwn�� � wnk 
M�T �vn���� T �vn�� �
��

yn � V �vn� � kyn�� � ynk 
M�V �vn���� V �vn�� �
���

vn � �� �n�zn � �nfg�un�� �N�wn� yn�g �
�
�

zn�� � �� �n�zn � �nfg�vn�� �N�wn� yn�g� n � �� � �� � � � � �
���
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where � 
 �n� �n 
 � for all n � �� and
P
�

n�� �n diverges and � � � is a
constant�
II� The resolvent equations ����� may be written as

� � ����RA�u�z �N�w� y��

from which it follows that

RA�u�z � �� ����RA�u�z �N�w� y��

Thus
z � JA�u�z �N�w� y� � �� ����RA�u�z

� g�u��N�w� y� � �� ����RA�u�z� using �
�
��

We use this �xed�point formulation to suggest the following two�step iterative
schemes for solving multivalued quasi variational inclusions �����
Algorithms ���� For given z�� u� � H�w� � T �u��� y� � V �u��� compute the
sequences fzng� fung� fwng� fyng� fwng� and fyng by the iterative schemes

g�un� � JA�un�zn

g�vn� � JA�vn�vn

wn � T �un� � kwn�� � wnk 
M�T �un���� T �un��

yn � V �un�Pkyn�� � ynk 
M�V �un���� V �un��

wn � T �vn� � kwn�� � wnk 
M�T �vn���� T �vn��

yn � V �vn� � kyn�� � ynk 
M�V �vn���� V �vn��

vn � �� �n�zn � �nfg�un��N�wn� yn� � �� ����RA�un�zng

zn�� � �� �n�zn � �nfg�vn��N�wn� yn� � �� ����RA�vn�zng�

for n � �� � �� � � � � where � 
 �n� �n 
 � for all n � � and
P�

n�� �n diverges�
Note that Algorithms 
��
�
 are similar to the Ishikawa iterations for solv�

ing variational inequalities� For �n � �� Algorithms 
��
�
 are called the
Mann iterations for solving the multivalued quasi variational inclusions ����
and appear to be new ones�

We now study the convergence analysis of Algorithm 
��� In a similar way�
one can study the convergence of Algorithm 
�
�

Theorem ���� Let the operator N��� �� be strongly monotone with constant
� � � and be Lipschitz continuous with constant � � � with respect to the �rst
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argument� Let g � H �� H be strongly monotone with constant � � � and
Lipschitz continuous with constant � � �� Let N��� �� be a Lipschitz continuous
with constant  � � with respect to the second argument and V � H �� C�H�
be M �Lipschitz continuous 	 � �� Let T � H �� C�H� be a M �Lipschitz
continuous with constant � � �� If Assumption 	�
 and

j��
�� �� k�	

���� � �	�
j �

p
��� �� k�	�� � k����� � �	����� k�

��	� � �	�
�
���

� � �� k�	 �
p
k���	� � �	����� k� �
���

�	 � � k �
���

k � ��
p
� �� � ��� � 
� �
���

hold� then there exist z� u � H� w � T �u�� y � V �u� satisfying the implicit
resolvent equations �	��� and the sequences fzng� fung� fwng� fyng� fwng
and fyng generated by Algorithm ��
 converge to z� u� w� y� w and y strongly
in H respectively�

Proof� If the Assumption ���� and the conditions �
�����
��� hold� then it
has been shown in ��� Theorem 
�� pp���� that there exists a solution u �
H�w � T �u�� y � V �u� satisfying the multivalued quasi variational inclusions
����� From Theorem 
�� it follows that z� u � H is a solution of the resolvent
equations������ Then

g�u� � JA�u�z �
���

z � �� �n�z � �nfg�u�� �N�w� y�g �
����

� �� �n�z � �nfg�u�� �N�w� y�g �
���

From �
��� and �
����� we have

kzn�� � zk 
 �� �n�kzn � zk� �nfkg�vn�� g�u�� ��N�wn� yn��kg


 �� �n�kzn � zk� �nkvn � u�g�vn�� g�u��k

� �nkvn � u� ��N�wn� yn��N�w� yn��k

� ��nkN�w� yn��N�w� y�k �
����

SinceN��� �� is a strongly monotone Lipschitz continuous operator with respect
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to the �rst argument� it follows that

kvn � u� �fN�wn� yn��N�w� yn�k
�

� kvn � uk� � ��hvn � u�N�wn� yn��N�w� yn�i

� ��kN�wn� yn��N�w� yn�k
�


 �� ���� �������kvn � uk��

�
��
�

Using the Lipschitz continuity of the operator N��� �� with respect to the sec�
ond argument and the M �Lipschitz continuity of V � we have

kN�w� yn��N�w� y�k 
 kyn�yk 
 M�V �vn�� V �u�� 
 	kvn�uk� �
����

From the strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity of the operator g�
we have

kvn � u� �g�vn�� g�u��k� 
 �� �� � ���kvn � uk�� �
����

where � � � and � � � are the strongly monotonicity and Lipschitz continuity
constants of the operator g respectively� Combining �
������
����� we obtain

kzn�� � zk 
 �� �n�kzn � zk� �nf�
p
� �� � ��� � �	

�
p
� ���� ������gkvn � uk �
����

� �� �n�kzn � zk� �n

�
k � 


�
� �	 � t���

�
kvn � uk� using �
����

where
t��� �

p
� ���� ������� �
����

Also from �
�
���
��� and Assumption ��� we have

kvn � uk 
 kvn � u� �g�vn�� g�u��k� kJA�vn�vn � JA�u�zk


 kvn � u� �g�vn�� g�u��k� kJA�vn�vn � JA�vn�zk

� kJA�vn�z � JA�u�zk




�
k � 


�

�
kvn � uk� 
kvn � uk� kvn � zk�

which implies that

kvn � uk 


�


� k��
�

�
kvn � zk� �
����
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Combining �
���� and �
����� we obtain

kzn�� � zk 
 �� �n�kzn � zk� �n

�
k��
�

� �	 � t���

� k��
�

�
kvn � zk

� �� �n�kzn � zk� �n�kvn � zk

� f� �n�� ��gkvn � zk�

�
����

where

� �
k��
� � �	 � t���

� k��
�

� �
�
��

In a similar way� from �
��� and �
���� we have

kvn � zk 
 �� �n�kzn � zk� �n

�
k � 


�
� �	 � t���

�
kun � uk� �
�
�

Also from �
��� and �
���� we have

kun � uk 
 kun � u� �g�un�� g�u��k� kJA�un�zn � JA�un�zk

� kJA�un�z � JA�u�zk




�
k � 


�

�
kun � uk� kzn � zk�

from which it follows that

kun � uk 


�


� k��
�

�
kzn � zk� �
�
��

Combining �
�
� and �
�
��� we have

kvn � zk 
 �� �n�kzn � zk� �n�kzn � zk


 �� �n�� ���kzn � zk 
 kzn � zk�
�
�

�

From �
���� and �
�

�� we have

kzn�� � zk 
 f� �n�� ��gkzn � zk

�

�Y
i��

f� �� ���igkz� � zk�
�
�
��



Two�step approximation schemes ��

From �
�����
���� it follows that � � � Since
P
�

n�� �n diverges and �� � ��
it implies that

P
�

i��� � � � ���i� � �� Hence the sequence fzng converges
strongly to z� From �
�
�� and �
�

�� we see that the sequence fvng and fung
converges strongly to z and u respectively� Using the technique of Ding��� and
Noor���� one can easily show that the sequences fwng� fyng� fwng� and fyng
converge strongly to w� y� w and y respectively� Now by using the continuity
of the operators T �V �g� JA�u� and Theorem 
�� we have

z � g�u�� �N�w� y� � JA�u� � �N�w� y� � H�

It remains to show that w � T �u�� y � V �u�� w � T �v� and y � V �v�� In fact�

d�w� T �u�� 
 kw � wnk� d�wn� T �u��


 kw � wnk�M�T �un�� T �u��


 kw � wnk� �kun � uk �� � as n ����

where d�w� T �u�� � inffkw � zk � z � T �u�g� Since the sequences fwng and
fung are the Cauchy sequences� it follows that d�w� T �u�� �� This implies
that w � T �u�� In a similar way� one can show that y � V �u�� w � T �v�� and
y � V �v�� By invoking Theorem 
�� we have z� u � H�w � T �u�� y � V �u�
which satis�es the implicit resolvent equations ����� and the sequences fzng�
fung� fwng� fyng� fwng and fyng converge strongly to z� u� w� y� w and y in
H respectively� the required result� �
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